Series of mathematical phantoms of human body, given by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), was programmed as input files for MCNP-4B code. Detailed check of geometry of these phantoms performed by MCNP-4B, discovered some minor errors, that resulted in overlapping of some organs. Three types of errors were found and described here: (a) colon overlaps with pelvis bone; (b) facial skeleton penetrate the head skin, and (c) esophagus overlaps with stomach. These errors prevent correct execution of program. Proposal for correction of these errors are given in this paper.
Introduction
Computational models of human body (the series of ORNL phantoms) have been used extensively with radiation transport codes to estimate organ doses resulting from diagnostic radiology examinations, for the planning of radiotherapy treatment, for the calculation of radiation protection quantities and environmental radiation exposures [1] [2] [3] [4] . Frequently used phantoms are: MIRD-5 [5] and sex-specific adult phantoms of MIRD type, ADAM and EVA [6] .
Recently a new generation of body models used computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR) data of real persons [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The ORNL phantoms have been used, and a few modifications are made by [11, 12] . In Ref. [12] extensive changes have been made to the ORNL phantoms to make them more compliant with ICRP Publication 89 [13] . Input files with these phantoms for MCNP code were given at the MCNP medical physics library [14] .
Mathematical phantoms of human body were given on Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) web site [15] . There, a series of phantoms was presented, including adult male, adult female, and individuals of age 1, 5, 10 and 15 years old as well as newborn.
Input file for MCNP-4B (Monte Carlo N-Particle) [16] with ORNL of human phantoms of adult male and female were prepared earlier by authors, with the intention to calculate an absorbed dose from 137 Cs in soil [17] . Later, the input files were prepared for ORNL series of phantoms (newborn, 1 year, 5 years, 10 years, 15 years models) [18] . Recommendations given by ORNL regarding the dimensions, shape, chemical constitution etc., were strictly respected in preparation of input files.
MCNP-4B code performs rigid check of geometry. During this check the problematical surfaces could be * corresponding author; e-mail: dragana@kg.ac.rs seen in graphical output of MCNP-4B as red dashed lines. Input file with adult mathematical phantom, prepared in this work, passed MCNP-4B test and calculations with different sources and various irradiation conditions become possible. However, when MCNP-4B checked input files with other phantoms some problems in geometry appeared. The execution of MCNP-4B was not possible with error in geometry or it is constrained by the number of lost particles.
Similar, commercially available software, called "BodyBuilder" was based on report by Cristy and Eckerman [19] . It was developed to calculate the doses absorbed in specific organs from the radioactive source in some other organ. Some problems in geometry was also reported on http://www.whiterockscience.com/ bodybuilder/errata.html . Problems are related with: overlapping of organs in 5 years old model (small intestine, ascending colon, and transverse colon); in 9 months old pregnant model; 15 year female model (an extremely small overlap was found in the transverse colon); newborn transverse colon volume; liver cell description; overlapping of the kidneys and adrenals in the newborn model; overlapping between the legs and some difficulties in height and weight of the model after inclusion the neck.
Here we reported some other problems that we found during the development of our own input files for MCNP with ORNL series of human phantoms.
Errors in ORNL mathematical phantom of human body
To facilitate the understanding of the revealed "errors" the description of coordinate system is shortly given. Origin is taken at the centre of the base of trunk section, z axis is directed vertically upward; x axis is directed to the phantoms left, and y axis is directed to the back of the phantom. All dimensions are given in centimetres.
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Three groups of errors were discovered by MCNP-4B in all phantoms (except adult male where no error was found); the errors are related to (a) colon, (b) facial skeleton and (c) stomach.
Colon
Segment of input file, written in this work and in recent publications [17, 18] MCNP-4B enables graphical output which is cross--section between the geometry defined in input file and a plane chosen by user. The previous segment of input file and cross with the plane y = 0.68 is presented in Fig. 1 . Here is seen that the part of colon overlaps with pelvis bone (thick vertical line). Similar problem arose in all other phantoms (excluding phantom of adult male); the extension of overlapping is not the same in different phantoms. Since the figures obtained for other phantoms are rather similar they are not given here. This problem could be resolved with minor changing of the tori center, which will shift colon for some small amount in order to avoid overlapping. In ORNL recommendation [15] , table is given with data defining tori for colon. A part of the table is presented here in Table I . MCNP-4B graphical output of 15 year old phantom with correction presented in Table I is given in Fig. 2 . One can see that the colon is shifted without overlapping with pelvis bone. Table I . There is no overlapping between colon and pelvis bone. Graphical output from MCNP-4B code.
Facial skeleton
The problems in facial skeleton appear in phantoms of age 10 years, 5 years, 1 year and newborn. Some facial bones penetrate the head skin. MCNP-4B shows the error in this place and disables the calculation after the number of lost particles exceeds 10.
Facial skeleton is represented in ORNL phantom by a portion of the volume between two concentric elliptical cylinders. The cylinder is limited on the upper end by a plane. This plane is shifted up for a little and this causes the penetration of bone into the head skin. Data on facial skeleton were given in original ORNL document [15] . The 
Stomach
The error appears in phantoms of newborn, 1 and 10 years age. The error is caused by overlapping of esophagus and stomach.
This problem can be resolved by small shifting of two ellipsoids which represent the stomach. Part of original table published by ORNL [15] , as well as our proposal are given in Table III . 
Conclusion
Detailed study of ORNL phantom and rigid check performed by MCNP-4B code discovered some minor errors in geometry of some age dependent phantoms. The dose calculated with original ORNL phantoms and with phantoms + correction introduced here would not be very different. However, when MCNP-4B was executed with the errors in geometry described above, some particles would be "lost" in problematical area of geometry. When the number of lost particles exceeds 10, the program will terminate the further execution of simulation. Corrections of observed errors were proposed in this work. Input files with corrected geometry could be used for all versions of MCNP as well as MCNPX codes.
